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Abstract: This paper studies the imbalanced data classification problem, and proposes two sampling methods for
the imbalanced data classification. One is under-sampling by FarthestFirst clustering; the other is weighted random
sampling. Both of them obtain better performance. Then this paper proposes a novel imbalanced data classification
method, combining weighted random sampling with ensemble classifiers. In this method, the small samples are set
various weights, and merged with large samples into new datasets. With a weighted random sampling for each new
dataset, N balanced datasets can be got. These balanced datasets are trained with different classifiers, which will
vote for the last result. Experiments show that this method has better classification performance.
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Fig.1 The process of data preprocessing
图1 数据预处理过程
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9. for j=0 to numClusters do
10. cNum=0；//计数
11. for k=0 to m do
12. if (j==F(B(k))) do
13. T.add(B(k))；
14. cNum++；




































































8. for i=0 to num do







































Fig.2 The flow chart of ENW algorithm
图2 ENW算法流程图
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因此本文采用 AUC（area under ROC）值作为分类器




势。针对 2类问题的 ROC 曲线图是真正率-伪正率























































































































































































































































Table 3 The comparison of various over-sampling



















































Table 4 The comparison of various ensemble
classifier methods in the AUC value
表4 各种集成分类器在AUC值上的比较
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比，由表4可以看出，采样ENW算法可以获得更好的
运行结果。但是在不同数据集上采样不同的基分类
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